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Let l , c and c be the Banach spaces of bounded convergent and null` 0
 .`  .` 2 sequences x s x , respectively. Write D x s x y x and D x s D x yk 1 k kq1 1 k
.` w  . xD x . In Canad. Math. Bull. 24 1981 , 169]176 H. Kizmaz has introduced andkq 1 1
 .  4  4studied the sequence spaces, E D s x: D x g E , where E g c , c, l . Recently,0 `
w  . x  2 .  2 4Doga Mat. 17 1993 , 18]24 Mikail Et defined the sets E D s x: D x g E . HeÏ
  2 ..obtained a-duals of these sets and characterized the matrix class E, F D , where
 4  2 .E, F g c , c, l . In this paper, we generalize these sets and define E u; D s0 `
 2 4  . x: u ? D x g E , where u s u is another sequence such that u / 0 k sk k
.1, 2, . . . . We obtain a- and b-duals of these sets and further we characterize the
  2 . .   2 ..matrix classes E u; D , F and E, F u; D . Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let w be the set of all complex sequences x s x . We write l , c, ck ` 0
for the spaces of bounded, convergent, null sequences, respectively; and
cs, l for the spaces of convergent and absolutely convergent series.1
Let z be any sequence and let Y be any subset of w. Then we shall
write
zy1 ? Y [ x g w : zx s z x g Y . 4 .k k
For any subset X of w, the sets
X a s xy1 ? l and X b s xy1 ? cs . .F F1
xgX xgX
are called the a- and b-duals of X.
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We define the linear operators D, Dy1 : w ª w by
` `




`y1 y1D x s D x s x . . k jks1  /js1 ks1
We shall write for any subset X of w,
 4 y1  y1 4X D [ x g w : D x g X and X D [ x g w : D x g X . .  .
 .  .  .Sequence spaces l D , c D , and c D have been introduced and studied` 0
w x w x  2 .by H. Kizmaz 1 . Recently, Mikail 2 defined the sequence spaces l D ,`
 2 .  2 . 2  2 .`  .`c D , and c D for D x s D x s D x y D x .0 k ks1 k kq1 ks1
In this paper, we generalize these sequence spaces and determine their
a-, b-duals.
 .Let U be the set of all sequences u such that u / 0 k s 1, 2, . . . .k
Given u g U we define the sets
`2 y1 2 2X u; D s u ? X D [ x g w : u D x g X , .  .  .  . 5k k ks1
 .where X is any of the spaces l , c, or c . For u s e s 1, 1, . . . , we have` 0
`2 2 2l u; D s l D [ x g w : D x g l , .  .  . 5` ` k `ks1
c u; D2 s c D2 , c u , D2 s c D2 . .  .  .  .0 0
 2 .  2 .Let us define the operator S: X u; D ª X u; D by x ª Sx s
 .0, 0, x , x , . . . . It is clear that S is a bounded linear operator on2 3
 2 . 5 5X u; D with S s 1. Further,
SX u; D2 [ x s x : x g X u; D2 , x s x s 0 .  .  . 4k 1 2
[ X u; D2 l x s x : x s x s 0 . 4 .  .k 1 2
w  2 .x² w  2 .x²Remark 1. SX u; D s X u; D for ² s a , b.
EXAMPLES. The following examples show that even unbounded se-
quences may be of some interest as they fall into our new classes, i.e.,
these new sequence spaces exhibit some properties that the previously
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studied ones do not. This has motivated the author to study these se-
quence spaces.
 .  .k  . .  .i Let x s y1 rk and u s k k q 1 k q 2 . then x s x gk k k
 2 .c but x f c u; D .0 0
 .  .k  .y1  .ii Let x s y1 k and u s k q 1 . Then x s x f l butk k k `
 2 .x g l u; D .`
 .  .k y1  2 .iii Let x s y1 and u s k . Then x f c but x g c u; D .k k 0 0
 .  2 .Remark 2. a The inclusion between X and X u, D depends upon
the particular choice of the sequence u.
 .  .  2 .b If u s e, then X ; X u; D ; X u; D .
 .  .  .c In general if u s u g l , then the inclusion X ; X u; D ;k 1
 2 .X u; D holds.
w xIt is clear that, by an application of Theorem 4.3.12, p. 63 in 4 ,
 2 .  2 .  2 .l u; D , c u; D , and c u; D are BK-spaces with respect to` 0
5 5 < < < < 5 2 5x s x q x q D x .D `1 2
È2. KOTHE]TOEPLITZ DUALS
 2 .In this section, we determine a- and b-duals of X u; D for X g
 4c , c, l . We write0 `
`jy1ky1
`y1y2 2 y2D x s D x s D x s x . .  .  k iks1  /js1 is1 ks1
w  2 .xaTHEOREM 2.1. Let u g U. Then SX u; D s M , wherea
jy1` ky1
y1y2 < < < < < <M [ D 1ru ? l [ a g w : a 1r u - ` . .   a 1 k i 5
ks1 js1 is1
 2 .  2 .`Proof. Let a g M and x g SX u; D . Then u D x g X, and fora k k ks1
< 2 < y1 < 2 < < <some constant M ) 1, u D x - M . Therefore D x - 1rM u fork k k k
each k, and
jy1ky1





2< < < < < <a x F a D x   k k k i
ks1 ks1 js1 is1
jy1` ky1
< < < <F a 1r u - `.  k i
ks1 js1 is1
w  2 .xa w  2 .xaIt follows that a g SX u; D , and so M ; SX u; D .a
w  2 .xa  2 . ` < <Conversely, let a g SX u; D . Then for xgSX u; D , a x -ks1 k k
`. Let a f M . Thena
jy1` ky1 1
< <a s `.  k < <uiks1 js1 is1
 ky1 jy1  < <.`  2 . < <Since x s   1r u g SX u; D , so  a x s `. Hencejs1 is1 i ks1 k k k
w  2 .x w  2 .xaa g M , and SX u; D a ; M . By Remark 1, X u; D s M .a a a
This completes the proof of the theorem.
THEOREM 2.2. Let u g U. We write
y1y2 < <M [ a g D 1r u ? cs : R g u ? l . . 5b 1
jy1` ky1 ` < <Rk
< <[ a g w : a 1r u con¨erges and - ` ,   k i 5< <ukks1 js1 is1 ks1
where, for all a g cs
` `
g [ a and R [ g . k n k m
nskq1 mskq1
Then
 . w  2 .x ba SX u; D s M , for X s l or c.b `
 . w  2 .x bb If 1ru g l , then Sc u; D s M .1 0 b
 . w  2 .x bc If 1ru g l _ l , then Sc u; D / M .` 1 0 b
 .  2 .  2 .Proof. a Let a g M and x g SX u; D . Then u D x g X and web k k
< 2 <can choose an integer M ) 1 such u D x - 1rM. Now we havek k
m my2 my2 my1
2 2a x s R D x y R D x q g D x . 3.2.1 .   k k i i my1 i m i




2< < < < < < < <R D x F R r u - `, i i i i
is1 is1
 .it follows that the first term on the right of 3.2.1 is absolutely convergent.
w x  ky1 jy1 < <.Now, by Corollary 2 of 1 , the convergence of  a   1r uk k js1 is1 i
 .implies that the second and third terms on the right of 3.2.1 tend to zero
 2 .as m ª `. Hence  a x is convergent for each x g SX u; D , and sok k k
w  2 .x ba g SX u; D .
w  2 .x b  2 .Conversely, let a g SX u; D . Then for x g SX u; D ,  a x isk k k
 .  ky1 jy1 < <.`  2 .convergent. Now, since x s x s   1r u g SX u; D , itk js1 is1 i ks1
ky1 jy1 < <follows that  a   1r u is convergent. Further, by Corollary 2k k js1 is1 i
w x  .of 1 , we have that the second and third terms on the right of 3.2.1 tend
2  2 .to zero. Therefore,  R D x is convergent for all x g SX u; D . Wek k k
write
Rk2 2R D x s u D x , k k k kukk k
< < < <  2 .`so that  R r u - `, since u D x g X. Hence a g M .k k k k k ks1 b
 .  .Similarly, part b follows easily provided 1ru g l . For c , let us define1
 .  .kq1 .`the sequence 1ru s 1ru s y1 rk . Then 1ru g l _ l and itk ks1 ` 1
is easily seen that a f M .b
w  2 .x bAgain by Remark 1, X u; D s M .b
3. MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS
  2 . .In this section, we characterize the matrix classes X u; D , E and
  2 ..  4  .E, X u; D , where E, X g c, c , l . Concerning the classes E, X or0 `
 . w xX, E we refer to a paper by Stieglitz and Tietz 3 .
 . Let A s a be an infinite matrix of complex numbers a n, k snk nk
.1, 2, . . . and let E, F be any two subsets of w. We say that A defines a
 .   ..matrix transformation from E into F, i.e., A g E, F if Ax s A x g Fn
whenever x g E, where
`
A x s a x n s 1, 2, . . . , .  .n nk k
ks1
provided that the series on the right converges for each n.
  2 ..THEOREM 3.1. A g E, X u; D if and only if
 . < <i  a - `, for each n;k nk
 .  .ii C g E, X ;
 .  . .where C s c s Da y Da u .nk nk nq1, k k
Proof. It is trivial.
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  2 . .THEOREM 3.2. A g X u; D , E if and only if
 .  .  .  2 .i a and a g X u; D ;n1 n2
jy1` ky1
 . < <ii a 1r u - `;  nk i
ks1 js1 is1
 . y1  .iii Ru g X, E ;
 .  ` . `where R s R s  g and g s  a .nk mskq1 nm nm ismq1 ni
  2 . .  .Proof. Necessity. Let A g X u; D , E . Then the series A x sn
  .. a x converges for each n and Ax s A x g E for each x gk nk k n
 2 .  .  .  .X u; D . Conditions i and ii follow easily since the sequences 1, 0, 0, . . .
 .  2 .  ky1 jy1 < <.`and 0, 1, 0, 0, . . . belong to X u; D . Also, x s   1r u gjs1 is1 i ks1
 2 .  2 .  .  .SX u; D ; X u; D , and hence ii holds. Now, using 3.2.1 , we have
my2 my2 my1
2 2A m , x s R D x y R D x q g D x . .   n nk k n , my1 k nm k
ks1 ks1 ks1
 .Taking limit as m ª `, and using condition ii together with Corollary 2
w xof 1 , we have
Rnk2 2lim A m , x s A x s R D x s u D x . 3.3.1 .  .  . . n n nk k k k /um kk k
 . 2  2 .Define the sequence y s y by y s u D x . Therefore, x g X u; Dk k k k
Ä y1 Ä Ä .  .   ..  .implies y g X, and A x s R y , where Ru s R y , R y sn n n n
 .   2 . . y1  . R ru y . Hence A g X u; D , E implies that Ru g X, E ,k nk k k
 .i.e., condition iii holds.
 2 .  .Sufficiency. Let x g X u; D . Define x s x byk
x , k s 1¡ 1~x , k s 2x s 2k
X¢x , k ) 2,k
 X .  2 .  .where x9 s x g SX u; D . Again, by 3.2.1 we getk
A x s a x q a x q  R D2 xX .n n1 1 n2 2 k nk k
s a x q a x q  R ru u D2 xX . .  .n1 1 n2 2 k nk k k k
 .  .   .. y1Therefore, by conditions i ] iii , Ax s A x exists and Ax s Ru ?n
  2 . .y g E. Hence A g X u; D , E .
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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Combining Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we have
  2 .  2 ..THEOREM 3.3. A g X u; D , E u; D , where X s c or l and E s`
c , c or l , if and only if0 `
 . ky1 jy1 < <y1i  a   u - `,k nk js1 is1 i
 . < <ii  R ru - `,k nk k
 . y1  .iii Ru g X, E ,
 .  .  .  2 .vi c and c g X u; D ,n1 n2
 .  .where R s R , C s C withnk nk
` `
2R s C and C s D a u . nk ni nk nk k
mskq1 ismq1
s Da y Da u . .nk nq1, k k
The proof easily follows by Theorem 2.2, 3.1, and 3.2.
We close this section with the following corollary which provides Silver-
man]Toeplitz like matrices.
  2 .  2 ..COROLLARY 3.4. A g c u; D , c u;D if and only if
 . ky1 jy1 < <y1i  a   u - `,k nk is1 is1 i
 . < <ii  R ru - `,k nk k
 . y1  .iii Ru g c, c ,
 .  .  .  2 .iv c and c g c u, D .n1 n2
 .By well-known Sil¨ erman]Toeplitz conditions, iii is equi¨ alent toÇ
 . 5 y1 5a Ru - `,
 . y1b lim R u s a g C,nk k k
n
 . y1c lim R u s a g C. nk k
n k
  2 .  2 ..  .Therefore, for A g c u; D , c u; D , we ha¨e by 3.3.1
Rnk 2 2lim a x s lim u D x , for x g c u; D . . nk k k kun n kk k
Rnk 2s l ? lim , where l s lim u D x k kun kk
s l ? a by c abo¨e . . .
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